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Abstract: This article proposes the demonstration and deployment of a hand-tailored vanadium
redox flow battery test station to investigate the effect of applied voltages on charging performance for
electrolyte preparation and the effect of reactant flow rates on the balance of system capacity. Herein,
the two different specifications of membranes and a number of electrode layers playing pivotal roles
in the discharging characteristics of the VRFB were observed as well. Results indicated that 1.70 V
of the charging voltage was suitable, when optimized voltage was considered from charging time,
current, and the mole of electrons. The optimized flow rate (10 mL/min) must be controlled since
it corresponds to mass transfer and electrolyte diffusion, resulting in reaction ability on electrode
surfaces. The number of layers influenced active areas and the diffusion of electrolytes. Nafion
212 provided superior performance to Nafion 117, because it possessed lower ohmic resistance and
allowed for easier proton transfer.

Keywords: vanadium redox flow battery; energy storage; vanadium electrolyte preparation; electrode;
membrane; polarization curve

1. Introduction

Ambitious energy storage targets have been announced by international companies as
a result of the growing attention to the energy transition as the route of encouraging a green
economy. Energy storage is typically applied to store electricity generated by renewable
energy devices in huge volumes. The global market size of energy storage is projected
to rise at a CAGR of 5.5% during the forecast period of 2021–2026 (GlobeNewswire) [1],
creditable to extensive deployment of shifting emphasis towards renewable power, smart
grids, and the commercialization of innovative technologies such as solid-state and flow
batteries. Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are extensively considered proper for large-scale
energy storage [2] because of their attractive features consisting of unlimited capacity,
high round trip efficiency, fast responsiveness, depth of discharge, flexible design, and
negligible environmental impact [3,4]. RFBs have 85% efficiency and can be utilized as
rechargeable batteries or fuel cells. An RFB is superior to a lithium-ion battery in terms of
cycle life (>>13,000 cycles), discharge time (1–10 h), energy cost (150–1000 k$/kW), power
cost (600–1500 $·kW/h), and capital cost (<<70 $ MW/h cycles) [5,6].

These performances of the redox flow battery are appropriate for stationary energy
storage, since the target of a stationary application is anticipated to achieve 0.05 €/kW h of
cost, 10,000 cycles of durability, and a lifespan of 20 years [7]. RFBs have many possible
applications such as power storage, load balancing, uninterruptible power sources to
supply continuous power to facilities, electric vehicles’ rapid charging, and stand-alone
power systems [8]. The functions of RFBs depend upon the depth of discharge (DOD),
and the high DOD in RFBs does not negatively impact the lifespan of RFBs [9]. The
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reactions occurring between the two electrolytes typically overwhelms the activity and
durability of the batteries. RFBs have been created depending upon the active redox
species in the catholyte and anolyte; thus, there are three major types of RFBs, which
are the aqueous system, the hybrid aqueous/non-aqueous system, and the non-aqueous
system [10]. VRFBs have emerged as applicable candidates to address large-scale energy
storage because the electrochemically active reactants are vanadium species in four different
oxidation states in both electrolyte solutions. In other words, they have only vanadium
as an active element for the anolyte and catholyte. Applying vanadium as the only active
species is principally related to the mitigation of contamination problems between the
electrolytes, leading to a longer lifespan, since the cross-contamination of negative and
positive electrolytes through the cell separator results in coulombic-efficiency losses [11].
Furthermore, the actively soluble species can be kept without the phase change in the
electrodes. The large adoption of RFB systems does not imply that Li-ion batteries will
disappear from the market, but the two systems will address different features. Even
though VRFBs have reached effective commercial fruition in comparison to other RFBs, the
commercialization of vanadium flow battery systems has suffered from the high cost of
the vanadium compounds. Therefore, researchers have to either store more electricity in
the same amount of vanadium through improved chemistry or improved cell and stack
designs [12]. The VRFBs are electrochemical energy storage devices that convert chemical
energy into electrical energy through reversible oxidation and reduction of the working
fluids, characteristically in two soluble redox couples subsisting in external electrolyte
containers sized in concordance with application necessities. A VRFB stack, electrolyte
storage, and the balance of the plant part are major compositions of a VRFB system [13].
A VRFB stack typically includes endplates, current collectors, bipolar plates, electrodes,
membranes, flow frames, and gaskets. The electrolyte storage section possesses an anolyte
and a catholyte contained in sealed containers, whereas the balance of the plant part
basically consists of a recirculation loop and a battery management system.

Concisely, vanadium electrolytes, which are V2+ and VO2
+, are filled into storage

tanks for the discharging process, and after the completed discharging process, the V2+ and
VO2

+ are converted to V3+ and VO2+, respectively [14]. The V2+ and VO2
+ electrolytes can

be prepared using alternative energy resources [15]. The electrolyte’s concentration and
quantity significantly influence the energy density and performance of VRFBs [16]. The
relation between the electrolyte concentrations and a VRFB cell can be investigated via
Nernst’s Equation (1):

Ecell = E0
cell −

RT
F

(ln
[VO2

+][V2+]

[VO2+][V3+]
) (1)

The parameters in the Equation can be defined as follows: E0 is the formal of cell
potential; R is the universal gas constant (8.314472 J/mol K); T is the temperature (K); F
is Faraday constant (96,485 C/mol); and [V] (M) represents concentrations of the differ-
ent vanadium species in solution. Moreover, the electrolyte concentration affects energy
efficiency, as illustrated in Equation (1). The energy efficiency can be calculated using
Equation (2):

εenergy = εvoltage × εcoulombic (2)

εenergy is energy efficiency, εvoltage is voltage efficiency, and εcoulombic is coulombic effi-
ciency [17]. The prepared electrolyte solutions’ physical and chemical properties represent
critical factors for storing the active redox species carrying the electrical energy [14]. This
work is interested in understanding the factors affecting electrolyte preparation for further
development. A capable pathway to prepare vanadium electrolyte is to dissolve vanadyl
sulfate (VOSO4) in sulfuric acid solution, since it promptly dissolves in aqueous solutions.
Moreover, the prepared solution provides excellent stability [18]. It is worth noting that
sulfuric acid is preferably considered as a suitable solvent; however, this solution system
is restricted by the vanadium ion’s solubility and stability. This restriction is mightily
dependent on the temperature and concentration of the sulfuric acid [19]. A typical method
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entails increasing the current while measuring the voltage’s evolution during charge and
discharge cycles [20]. Plotting voltage vs. current to obtain a polarization curve is an-
other method of analyzing VRFB performance. Accurate polarization characterization can
be assessed using a technique that measures changes in cell voltage while the battery is
functioning.

The output current plays an important role in determining losses, namely, activation
loss, ohmic loss, and concentration loss inside the VRFB, and the losses are influential
factors to consider when comparing VRFB performance [21]. The polarization regions,
which correspond to the losses, have been considered important parameters in several
studies related to materials selection affecting the electrochemical reaction kinetics, internal
resistance, mass transport in VRFB, and electrolyte diffusion through porous electrodes [21].
In addition to the importance of electrolyte preparation, voltage losses in VRFBs have to
be reduced. It was found that material resistance principally generates losses. The actual
voltage can be calculated from the difference between ideal voltage (E0) and voltage losses,
including activation loss (ηact), ohmic loss (ηohm), and mass transport loss (ηmass) [22]. The
important materials needed to be investigated and developed to decrease voltage losses are
the membrane and electrode. Cation exchange membranes and anion exchange membranes
are the two types of membranes that are commonly used [19,23]. The membrane’s primary
roles are to separate vanadium ions from the cathode and anode sides, as well as to transport
protons to complete the electrical circuit [24]. To complete its functions, a membrane should
acquire good ion conductivity, high ion selectivity, low permeation rate of vanadium
ions, high chemical stability, and high performance [25,26]. Nafion is a perfluorosulfonic
acid proton exchange membrane that consists of a hydrophobic part and a hydrophilic
part, and it is made by co-polymerizing unsaturated perfluoroalkyl sulfonyl fluoride with
tetrafluoroethylene in varying quantities. Nafion has many types that have different
equivalent weights (EW) [27]. EW represents grams of dry Nafion per mole of sulfonic
acid groups that affect proton transfer and thickness of membrane related to ohmic loss
in the polarization curve. An electrode provides an active area for a redox reaction; thus,
it should deliver high electrochemical activity, be electrochemically stable in the various
potential windows, have high electrical conductivity to increase kinetics in terms of charge
transfer rate, and have chemical stability to prevent corrosion [28]. Conventionally, the
flow field of a flow battery can be classified into two major types: flow-through and flow-
by [6]. A carbon felt used as an electrode is assembled as the flow-through structure, while
carbon papers are applied for the flow-by structure. It is worth noting that the carbon
felt and carbon paper electrodes can be utilized for the flow-through design. By stacking
electrodes in the right frame, the flow-through structure has the ability to increase the
electrode surface area, improve electrolyte homogeneity, and decrease pressure drops.
The electrodes’ large surface areas contribute to the high voltage efficiency of VRFBs [29].
Additionally, compared to the energy loss in the flow-by structure, a pumping system with
a flow-through structure exhibits reduced energy loss.

In terms of cell design, two flow patterns—horizontal and vertical—of electrolyte fed
into a VRFB stack are briefly described for a basic understanding. Single cells of VRFBs are
connected electrically in a series, and electrolytes are injected into the stack in a parallel
direction to a stack structure (Figure 1a). This horizontal pattern establishes a parallel
flow pattern leading to electrical shunt current that causes corrosion problems, loss of
energy efficiency, and nonuniform distribution of current to the cell [30,31]. The vertical
pattern (Figure 1b) occurs when single cells are assembled in a series and the electrolytes
are vertically fed into the stack. This stacking feature was designed to prevent electrolyte
block, resulting in a current bypass, and to protect water electrolysis. Furthermore, the
demand for pump power is lower than parallel feeding.
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In this context, the aim of the present work is to offer an extensive study of the use
of polarization curves to investigate the performance of a charging process (electrolyte
preparation from vanadyl sulfate (VOSO4·xH2O)) and a discharging process. The focus
of this study was put primarily on the effects of charging voltage on the performance of
the charging step (electrolyte preparation). The performance was evaluated by cell current,
moles of electron, and reaction time. In the step of discharging, the electrolyte feeding
rate was optimized, since this factor directly relates to the function of carbon electrodes in
terms of mass transport. All studies were carried out by operating hand-tailored single-cell
VRFBs installed with flow frame design for the carbon paper electrode. Materials selection
of main components as an electrode and a membrane was concerned for further design of
VRFBs. An important subject for electrode selection is using carbon paper as an electrode
instead of carbon felt; thus, the pattern of electrolyte flow related to the number of electrode
layers was necessary to investigate. The effects of membrane thickness and the amount of
SO3

− groups in membrane on discharging performance was also studied to be a guideline
for membrane selection and design.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Installation of VRFB Single Cell

A VRFB single cell was created to prepare vanadium electrolytes and to investigate
battery flow performance. The cell design included two half-cells separated by an ion-
exchange membrane. The cell was constructed by a set of components distributed in
sandwich layers, consisting of the inclusion of bipolar plates, joints, and carbon paper
electrodes, as illustrated in Figure 2. This VRFB cell structure was composed of inlet and
outlet channels (Teflon manifold) for the electrolyte and a flow distribution gate, and the
vanadium electrolyte was fed by peristaltic pumps. The electrolyte flowed through the
manifold, going into the single cells separately. The graphite bipolar plates contributed
to the uniform transport of electrolytes and to electron conduction. Teflon flow frames
were applied to increase homogenously the electrolyte flow to the electrode. Three-layer
carbon paper electrodes (Sigracet SGL 25AA) are active sites where redox reactions occur.
The membrane (Nafion Store, Ion Power) was used to separate the anode and cathode and
to transfer protons. The sealing structure of VRFB was utilized to prevent internal and
external leakages in the cell. In this work, fluorine–rubber gaskets with the proper features
were designed for preventing leakages. The components of our VRFB cell were assembled
in the structure under compressive pressure in the following sequence: end plate, manifold,
current collector, bipolar plate, gasket, flow frame, electrode, gasket, and membrane. Both
sides of the cell were assembled as a mirror sequence. After the system was installed as in
Figure 2, the leakage test of the cell was conducted. The specifications of the VRFB used in
this work are presented in Table 1.
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installation.

Table 1. The specifications of the VRFB single cell.

Specifications Values

Single-cell dimension
(width × length × height) 126 mm × 126 mm × 67 mm

Active area 30 mm × 30 mm
Temperature range during operation 23–30 ◦C

Voltage range 1.2 V–1.6 V
Cell current density 40–100 mA cm−2

Maximum current 4.9 A
Compression pressure 87 psi (0.6 MPa), Force is recommended at 116 psi (0.8 MPa) max.

2.2. Electrolyte Solution Preparation

The experimental approach included the preparation of an electrolyte solution, and this
step was started by dissolving 1.5 M vanadium (IV) oxide sulfate hydrate (VOSO4, 99.9%,
Alfa Aesar, Lancashire, UK) in 2.6 M sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 95–97%, Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany). To achieve good mixing, the mixture of VOSO4 and H2SO4 solutions were
stirred until the dark blue color of the electrolyte solution turned to transparent blue.
Electrolyte reservoirs were filled with 30 mL of electrolyte solution on the negative side and
60 mL on the positive side. A peristaltic pump (WATSON-MARLOW 120U, Cornwall, UK)
with a tube set (Marprene peristaltic pump tubing, 1.6 mm inside diameter and 1.6 mm
wall thickness) was used to circulate catholyte and anolyte between reservoirs and the
VRFB single cell.

2.3. V(II) and V(V) Electrolyte Preparation Via Electrochemical Processes and VRFB
Performance Tests

The following step is related to electrolysis to generate vanadium ion species. A
potentiostat (BioLogic, SP150) was used to apply an electrical potential to the VRFB in
order to generate V(II) and V(V). In this section, constant voltage was optimized by varying
the applied voltages between 1.6 V and 2.0 V. Because the electrical potential needed to
generate a redox reaction should be higher than the ideal voltage, the voltage should be
applied between 1.6 and 2.0 V The catholyte was converted to VO2

+, while the anolyte was
converted to V2+ [32,33]. Cell voltage and cell current as a function of time were measured
to investigate the capability of the electrolyte preparation. The characteristics of I–V curves
generated by the discharging process at 100% state of charge were investigated. Different
electrolyte feeding rates (5–30 mL/min) were also imposed to improve VRFB performance.
According to the assumption regarding the feasibility of using carbon papers as electrodes
in a VRFB, the appropriate electrode layer number was assembled for both charging and
discharging processes, ranging from 3 to 10 layers. Furthermore, two grades of Nafion
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membranes (Nafion 117, 212) were used to investigate proton transfer performance as it
relates to redox reactivity.

3. Results
3.1. The Interaction of Electrolyte Preparation and Discharging Performance

Electrolytes mainly store the active redox species carrying electrical energy, so physical–
chemical properties—solubility, stability, ionic conductivity, and viscosity—of prepared
solutions signify critical factors for suitable functioning. The vanadium electrolytes are
mostly gained from VOSO4 or V2O5 [34]. Nonetheless, V2O5 naturally has very low
solubility, resulting in a difficult-to-prepare electrolyte solution with a high vanadium
concentration directly. This rational restriction leads to efforts to prepare solutions from
other vanadium compounds such as V2O3 and VCl3 [35], but their expensive cost, low
solubility, and low stability limit their applications exclusively for large-scale systems.
Preparing electrolytes using vanadyl sulfate (VOSO4) as an initial reactant creates VO2+,
which is responsible for producing V2+ and VO2

+ representing the state of charge (SOC)
of 100% [35]. This implies that the reaction can be readily applied for a discharging step.
This preparation method is suitable for refueling vanadium electrolytes in an electric
vehicle tank. However, it is necessary to be concerned about low electrolyte solubility and
electrolyte susceptibility oxidation to the air of the species V2+ cause the low energy density
of VRFB [12]. In terms of utilizing vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) as the initial reactant for
the electrolyte preparation, dissolving vanadium pentoxide in sulfuric acid generates V3.5+,
which is the combination of V3+ and VO2+ electrolytes corresponding to a SOC of 0% [19],
assuming that the VRFB must be charged before use. This pathway can be applied for
EV charging station load, agriculture, and telecommunications integrated with solar cells
and/or wind turbines as primary energy resources.

In this study, electrolytic dissolution was used to begin the electrolyte production
process utilizing VO2+ as a source [35]. Since water is a naturally occurring solvent for
electrolytes and is a highly polar solvent with the ability to dissolve ionic salts, using water
as a solvent for electrolyte preparation is typically considered. That is due to meaningful
differences in the electronegativity of hydrogen and oxygen atoms. Both cation and anion
solutes excellently interact with water molecules, bringing about an extended solvation
structure that theoretically corresponds to ion hydration [36]. Reactants for preparing
electrolytes consist of active species and supporting electrolytes. Supporting electrolytes
assist in increasing energy storage and ionic conductivity. As mentioned in the previous
part, sulfuric acid has been extensively used as a supporting electrolyte to provide rational
solubility (1.5–1.6 M). Note that VOSO4 is adopted as a starting reagent since it possesses
higher solubility in an aqueous H2SO4 solution that is more than 10 times higher than
that of V2O5 [37]. In our work, the electrolyte preparation was begun from VOSO4 in
both half-cells, but the reservoir of the cathode side contained twice as much electrolyte
solution as the reservoir of the anode side did. A logical prerequisite for imposing the
electrolyte volume of the cathode and anode sides is the stoichiometry of the redox reaction
occurring in a VRFB cell. One electron is lost during VO2+ transformations into VO2

+

during oxidation, while two electrons are accepted during the reduction when VO2+ is
transformed into V2+. That indicates that the VO2

+:V2+ ratio is equivalent to 2:1, so in
order to establish stoichiometry, the catholyte must be present in greater amounts than the
anolyte [32,33]. A flow chart of the electrolyte preparation and discharging performance
is shown in Figure 3. For experimental activities, the positive pole was connected as
a working electrode, whereas the negative pole was linked with reference and counter
electrodes. It should be emphasized that there is a narrowing of the operating temperature
range (10 ◦C–40 ◦C). It undergoes thermal precipitation at temperatures above 40 ◦C and
dissipation when below 10 ◦C [37]. Low temperatures are also related to the precipitation of
species V2+, V3+, and VO2+ [38]. The electrical potential applied to the VRFB cell generated
an oxidation reaction on the positive side and reduction on the negative side. When
oxidation occurred, VO2+ was transformed into VO2

+. This transformation can be observed
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by monitoring the electrolyte’s color change from blue to yellow, as presented in Figure 4.
The vanadium metal is classified as a transition metal if the oxidation number changes,
causing the color change (Equation (3)). In terms of the reaction, the reaction mechanism
involved two steps (Equation (4) and (5)) [6]. VO2+ turned to be V3+ in the first step, and
then a blue solution became green. In the second step, V3+ accepted the electron, and then
V2+ was produced. The color of the electrolyte changed from green to purple, as indicated
in Figure 3. Electrolytes were stored in an external reservoir [39] and were injected into
the VRFB with the same flow rate. The redox reaction occurred on the electrode surfaces,
and once it was finished, the products there were moved to the electrolyte reservoir for
storage. According to this procedure, the migration and concentration change of positive
and negative electrolytes were unaffected by the difference in electrolyte volumes.

Cathode VO2+ + H2O→ VO2
+ + 2H+ + e−E0 = 1.00 V (3)

Anode VO2+ + 2H+ + e- → V3+ + H2O E0 = 0.34 V (4)

V3+ + e−→ V2+ E0 = −0.25 V (5)
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The actual operating voltage is a critical factor when charging VRFB or preparing
electrolytes because the proper operating voltage (applied voltage) can drive an efficient
electrolytic reaction with no side reactions. Because the amount of overpotential is required
in addition to the thermodynamic voltage, the charging voltage must be greater than 1.26 V.
The charging voltage affects the overall kinetics of the electrochemical reaction caused by
charge transfer. If the VRFB is overcharged, hydrogen and oxygen gas may be produced at
the negative and positive electrodes. Graphite plates can also be corroded, resulting in the
production of carbon dioxide gas [6]. As a result, in this experimental section, the optimal
charging voltage was investigated. Figure 5 illustrates the current profiles of the VRFB
that were measured as a function of time during the electrolyte preparation process. The
VRFB was electrically supplied via chronoamperometry by imposing a certain electrical
potential (1.6–2.0 V). The system current measured during the preparation step, the reaction
duration, the moles of electrons involved, and the electric charge involved in the redox
reaction are the values that were observed to determine the appropriate voltage that was
applied to initiate the reaction. When the electrolyte is introduced into the VRFB cell, a
concentration gradient will cause the diffusion process to occur from a high concentration
to a low concentration. Following that, a redox reaction takes place on the electrode surface,
resulting in an electron transfer. The two main factors affecting electron mobility are surface
morphology and electrode structure. Electrons technically move to an external circuit or
adjacent electrodes via the electron migration process [40].
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period.

The electrical potential was applied to the vanadium electrolyte fed into the VRFB
cell, and then the potential energy was transformed to kinetic energy or driving force of
electron transfer from the cathode side to the anode side. The higher resulting current
monitored during the process indicated higher reaction efficiency. In the next stage, the
system current significantly decreased, since the VO2+ quantity was significantly reduced
after the redox reaction was undergone. The reduction of reactant concentration powerfully
affected the productivity of the redox reaction. Figure 6 depicts two criteria for imposing
the appropriate potential for electrolyte preparation. The highest current observed during
the process is the first criterion. The second pertains to a reaction period calculated from the
time the current was reduced to 100 mA. After 100 mA, the current will reach an equilibrium
state, implying that the concentration of ion products cannot be increased further. This
decrease in current is consistent with the theory in terms of reactant concentration reduction
when the redox was carried out for a certain period. Although the cell did not generate
the highest current during the redox, applying an electrical potential to the VRFB at 1.7 V
provided the most complete reaction possible. According to this scenario, the rate of the
current drop is minimal. The moles of electrons determined during redox generated by
various applied voltages are shown in Figure 5. Because the high quantity of electron moles
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in the electrolytes substantiates the reaction efficiency, it was discovered that applying 1.7
V provided the highest electron moles existing in the system [41].
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The application of a voltage of 2.0 V appeared to be the best condition for driving the
redox reaction; however, the dramatic decrease in current after the peak may be related
to a side reaction. The side reaction has a negative impact on electrolyte preparation
performance. As shown in Equations (6) and (7), the side reactions caused by overcharging
will generate hydrogen and oxygen gases at the negative and positive electrodes, as shown
in the Equations (6) and (7). The optimum applied voltage imposed for an electrolyte
preparation can prevent the side reaction, as stated in our previous publication [42].

2H+ + e−→H2 (6)

2H2O→O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (7)

Gas evolution should be avoided because it disrupts electrolyte flow, causing pH
changes and increasing cell resistance. Furthermore, oxygen evolution can oxidize the
carbon electrode (positive half-cell) [43]. The efficient performance of the electrochemical
cell is critical for VRFBs because it is dependent on the reaction kinetics and energy density
of a VRFB, both of which are influenced by the concentration of vanadium ions in the
electrolytes. The properly applied voltage that resulted in the optimum concentration of
vanadium species was concerned with improving performance in this regard. Polarization
curves are without a doubt one of the most commonly used tools for assessing the perfor-
mance of electrochemical devices [40]. The volume of the VO2+ solution is halved at this
stage due to the redox stoichiometry that occurs during the electric discharge process. The
electrolyte preparation is referred to as the VRFB’s initial charge. V3+ was in the negative
electrolyte after this process, while VO2+ was in the positive electrolyte. A VO2+ was in-
jected into the cathode side to convert the produced VO2

+ solution back to VO2+, resulting
in discharged VRFB, while the V3+ electrolyte was converted to V2+ at the anode side. With
two different electrolytes prepared by different applied voltages, ascending polarization
curves were performed from an open circuit to high electrical loads (Figure 7). Figure 7a
shows that these polarization curves (I–V curves) did not exhibit significant voltage drops
in a low current density region. Regardless, the VRFB that used electrolytes prepared by 2.0
V of applied voltage resulted in a greater loss than the others in an activation loss region,
which is consistent with the experimental results shown in Figures 5 and 6. The curve
trend shows that the VRFB with electrolytes prepared by 1.7 V of applied voltages had the
lowest voltage drops in medium and high current densities, implying that this VRFB had
the lowest ohmic loss and concentration losses. When compared to the other cells, this
cell had the highest power (38.46 mW). It is worth noting that the curve is reversible at
current densities of around 68.00 mA/cm2, indicating the presence of a complete redox
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reaction [33]. The maximum power and voltage efficiency reported in Table 2 provide a
better understanding of the effect of initial charge voltage on discharging performance. As
shown in Table 2, the VRFB operated with electrolytes charged by 1.7 V of applied voltage
outperformed the other cells. This phenomenon could be attributed to stoichiometry effects
on the performance of the VRFBs in terms of maximum power and voltage efficiency
caused by the completion of the electrochemical reaction during initial charging and the
concentration of species in the catholyte and anolyte (VO2

+ and V2+) [44]. The circulation
of electrolytes in the VRFB batch system led to the observation of a reverse curve in the area
of high current density. In this case, the electrolyte products and electrolyte reactants were
combined, which caused the reactant concentration to drop, lowering the VRFB current
density. However, because the electrolyte reactants were largely transformed into products,
this reverse curve reflected the success of the conversion [20].
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Table 2. Maximum power and voltage efficiency obtained from polarization curves.

Applied Voltage Maximum Power (mW) Voltage Efficiency (%)

1.6 V 30.28 53.45
1.7 V 38.46 50.46
1.8 V 27.40 48.38
1.9 V 30.80 45.64
2.0 V 31.27 43.57

3.2. Flow Rate’s Influence on Discharging Performance

After being converted into chemical energy, electrical energy is typically stored in
external tanks in the form of an electrolyte solution, and electrolyte transport occurs through
pipes, with the flow aided by pumps. The flow rate of the electrolyte is directly proportional
to the efficiency of the battery’s operation [44]. A higher electrolyte flow rate improves the
overall performance of VRFBs. A high increase in flow rate, on the other hand, may result
in high energy consumption during loading, reducing the VRFB’s energy efficiency [31].
As a result, it is critical to determine an appropriate electrolyte flow rate in order to balance
system capacity acquisition with efficiency loss [45]. It should be noted that the discharging
in this step used charged reactants produced by 1.7 V of the charging voltage.

The electrochemical polarization curves determined during the charging period illus-
trated that the performance of the VRFBs was increased with an increase in the electrolyte
flow rate (Figure 8). The polarization curves show that the ohmic and concentration losses
increased when electrolytes were fed at the lowest rate of 5 mL/min. On the other hand,
in the areas of activation, ohmic, and concentration losses, the highest rate offered the
slower rate of voltage decay. The performance gain at the focus loss was the most striking
among these improvements. The concentration gradient between the concentration of
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the bulk electrolyte and the concentration of the electrode surface is what is thought to
be responsible for the restricted mass transit [44]. As a result, feeding electrolytes into
the VRFB cell at an appropriate flow rate can alleviate this limitation and improve the
reaction capability on the electrode surface. The lower the flow rate, the lower the mass
transport coefficient and the wider the Nernst diffusion layer [11]. The link between the
flow rate and the current produced on the electrode is shown in Equation (8) [46]. Along
with affecting concentration loss, the electrolyte flow rate also has an impact on the liming
current density. Electrolyte flow rates can be split into two categories: the flow rate of the
electrolyte reactant diffusing through porous electrodes, and the flow rate of the electrolyte
reactant flowing into a flow battery. The electrode structure and design affect the electrolyte
diffusion through porous electrodes. During operation, the electrolyte flow rate going into
the battery can be changed.

i = 0.9783
nFDc

L

L∫
0

( uf
hDx

)1/3

dx (8)

where L is the length of the flow channel, uf is the averaged electrolyte flow velocity along
the flow channel, h is the distance between the electrode and one flat plate, c is the bulk
concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient, F is Faraday’s constant, n is the number of
elementary charges transferred by each ion, and i is the current.
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Additionally, the electrolyte flow rate affects both the pressure and retention time of
the reactant reaction in the VRFB system, as well as the electrolyte velocity. In reality, the
flow rate in the VRFB system is only one factor in determining pressure; another is the flow
behavior in the electrode structure. A porous electrode’s fluid flow is explained by the
Navier–Stokes equation. Since fluid pressure is what drives electrolyte diffusion through
electrode pores, the flow rate of the electrolyte was directly influenced by fluid pressure.
The permeate electrolyte through the electrode can be explained by Darcy’s law [47].

Even the VRFB cell with a flow rate of 30 mL/min of electrolyte showed the best
performance, with a maximum power and voltage efficiency slightly higher than the values
of the cells, with flow rates of 10 and 20 mL/min. Considering the power consumption
of two pumps, the two pumps used to feed the electrolytes into the VRFB cells consumed
6.91 W for a flow rate of 30 mL/min (Figure 9). That was 3.35 times the power consumed
by the pumps to provide a flow rate of 10 mL/min. This demonstrates that an excessive
flow rate may reduce the energy efficiency of the VRFB system. Therefore, the optimal
solution flow rate for discharging was 10 mL/min.
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3.3. Observation of Applying Carbon Paper as Electrodes in VRFB

Electrodes are one of the main components of VRFBs, and they serve the function
of providing an electrochemically active surface on which the redox reactions take place.
When choosing an electrode, certain criteria must be met, such as being active for the
chemical reaction, having a high electrical conductivity and a large surface area, being
chemically stable, and being inexpensive [48]. On the surface, C–OH functional groups
act as active sites for the oxidation of vanadium ions. Paper electrodes, carbon felt, and
graphite felt are the electrode types used for VRFBs. In terms of electrode dimensions, there
are two basic categories: 3D structure and 2D structure. While 2D electrodes such as carbon
paper electrodes have historically been used for flow-by design, flow-through design
frequently uses 3D electrodes such as graphite felt and carbon felt electrodes [49]. This
part of the study focused on whether using carbon paper with the flow-through concept
was practical. We anticipated that our flow-through architecture would work with both 3D
and 2D electrode assemblies. This effort to investigate the use of carbon paper for VRFB
with the flow-through design was motivated by its ease of production and economical cost.
Carbon felt and graphite felts are typically made using sophisticated processes such as
electrospinning followed by needle punching, whereas carbon papers are made using an
electrospinning process. Carbon felt and graphite felts are three times more expensive than
carbon papers. In addition, carbon paper has high electrical conductivity and high fiber
density, resulting in a high specific surface area [46]. To test the impact of the number of
carbon paper layers on VRFB performance, a 400 µm thick stacked carbon paper electrode
was created. For this experiment, 3 and 10 layers of carbon paper were utilized as sample
layers. As is well known, using multiple electrode layers will cause an increase in contact
resistance between the layers [50]. In order to lower the contact resistance, the stacked
electrode was compressed, which decreased the electrode’s porosity and permeability.
Longer charging times and a decreased reaction kinetic rate were the results of this [51],
and it caused side flow surrounding the electrode, which resulted in an electrolyte shortage
in the electrode’s center. The concentration loss of the flow battery is closely proportional to
this circumstance [46]. To achieve the desired electrical conductivity and permeability, the
electrode is typically compressed in the range of 20–30% of electrode thickness with bipolar
plates [51], but at high current density, more than 60 mA/cm2 [52], the compression should
be higher 35–50% of electrode thickness to improve electrical conductivity [53]. There are
two case studies in this work; compressing three layers of carbon papers was observed
in the case of 0–30% of thickness reduction, and compressing ten layers of carbon papers
represented the scenario of 50% of thickness reduction. It can be assumed that the higher
compressive force applied to ten-layer carbon papers meaningfully impacted electrolyte
diffusion, resulting in a decrease in the reaction efficiency.
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According to the electrochemical polarization results shown in Figure 9, the VRFB
containing three-layer carbon papers had lower ohmic loss than the VRFB containing
ten-layer electrodes. As previously stated, when the electrode layer increased, a significant
voltage drop was observed at the medium current density (8.00–38.00 mA/cm2). When
the electrode layers increased from 3 to 10 layers, the slope of the curves in this region
decreased 1.25 times. Furthermore, the power of both VRFBs supported the voltage decline
phenomenon results. The maximum power of the VRFB using a three-layer electrode
was 24.98 mW, while the maximum power of the VRFB using a ten-layer electrode was
21.37 mW. As previously stated, higher electrode layers increase contact resistance between
electrode layers because electrons cannot transfer through conductive layers (Figure 10).
The high current densities of the polarization curve for the three-layer electrode, known
as the concentration overpotential region associated with a limiting current, displayed
an unusual feature. The current density decreased as the cell potential decreased, owing
to electrolyte depletion at a very high current density, which implies that the electrolyte
ion pairs can efficiently react with each other, and the redox reaction rate of the cell with
the three-layer electrode was higher than the reaction rate of the cell with the ten-layer
electrode [54]. The ten-layer electrode is expected to have a highly active area, but the
interpretation of the results can explain that using many layers of an electrode may reduce
the porosity of the electrode, resulting in a reduction in the active area [55]. Another issue
that should be investigated is electrolyte flow restriction; thus, experimental activity related
to flow behavior from the flow channel through the electrode was demonstrated in this
section (Figures 11–14). It should be noted that the electrolyte flowed naturally in this
section of the work, with no driving pressure from a pump. The flow of electrolytes from
horizontal feeding channels to a flow frame and the ten-layer electrode is depicted in
Figure 11. The electrolyte did not completely flow through all ten layers of the electrode,
resulting in an incomplete redox reaction. Figure 12 depicts the flow of electrolytes through
an electrode in a horizontal flow battery. The electrolyte completely flowed through the
flow frame and diffused into the electrode layers via a laminar flow pattern; however, the
bottom four layers were discovered to be dry. Even when the electrolytes were flowing
under the pump’s driving pressure, the ten-layer electrode was not completely wet.
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In the case of vertical feeding, the electrolyte diffused across electrode layers from
one side to the other in a short period of time (Figure 13). The electrolyte was unable to
move through all areas of the electrode, as can be seen. Shunt current is the name given to
this flow pattern [31]. As a result, the horizontal flow pattern provided a greater retention
time, resulting in improved electrochemical reaction performance. Another strategy for
improving electrolyte flowability and diffusibility was to create cone flow channels on the
flow frame.
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However, this flow channel is too small, resulting in a capillary effect and high flow
resistance (Equation (9)) [56]. The capillary effect can cause air to be trapped, resulting in
an unstable flow (Figure 14).

R =
8ηL
πr4 (9)

where ïis fluid viscosity, L is the length of the tube, r is the radius, and R is the resistance
to flow.

3.4. The Influence of Different Nafion Membrane Specifications on VRFB Performance

In a VRFB, the cathode and anode are divided by a membrane. In order to finish the
redox reaction, it also makes ion movement easier [57]. The production of protons in a
vanadium redox flow battery occurs technically through two processes: the dissociation of
sulfuric acid, the electrolyte’s supporting medium, and the reaction of water with VOSO4
to form protons. To balance the charge on both sides for the charging and discharging
processes, the generated protons then move through a membrane. Proton imbalances on
both sides can lead to the generation of the vanadium cross-over. The driving forces of
diffusion, migration, osmotic force, and electroosmotic convection can produce the vana-
dium cross-over [58]. The losses in open circuit voltage and voltage efficiency are caused
by the vanadium cross-over [59,60]. A membrane’s primary property requirements are
good ion conductivity, high chemical resistance, a wide temperature range for application,
high mechanical properties for supporting pressure generated by pumps, and good ion
selectivity to protect against crossover, a problem that reduces capacity and energy.

Proton mobility through the membrane to balance charges on both sides for the charg-
ing and discharging processes is required to finish the electrochemical reactions. Therefore,
to provide strong corrosion resistance, low vanadium crossover, and high proton conduc-
tivity, a membrane must be used. A cation exchange membrane, such as Nafion, has been
used for VRFBs. Nafion is a sulfonated perfluorinated polymer with a copolymer molecule
structure that consists of two major parts: a hydrophobic backbone (fluorocarbon), and a
hydrophilic domain (sulfonate group). During the electrochemical reaction, SO3

− groups
interact with water molecules by electrostatic forces in the membrane to form hydronium
ions with hydrogen bonding ((H3O)+) (SO3H + H2O→ SO3

– (H3O)+). Thus, the number
of sulfonate groups should influence the redox reaction capability. Theoretically, three
mechanisms, namely, the surface mechanism, the vehicle mechanism, and the Grotthus
mechanism, have been used to describe the proton conduction through a sulfonated mem-
brane. Protons react with water molecules to generate hydronium ions in the case of the
surface process, and they repeatedly hop on sulfonate groups on ionomer surfaces. The
hydronium ions can move freely on the sulfonate group structure because the intermolec-
ular force between sulfonate groups and hydronium ions is smaller than the molecular
force between protons and sulfonate groups. In terms of the driving mechanism, protons
interact with several water molecules to produce the hydronium ion. The hydronium
ions migrate to balance charges through hydration and osmosis processes because the
charge on both sides is unbalanced [61]. This transport process is directly influenced by the
thickness of a membrane. A thick membrane has a low driving force and a high proton
mobility resistance. According to the Grotthus mechanism, protons interact with water
molecules to generate hydronium ions, which are then transported by hopping along the
water molecules absorbed in the chemical structure of the membrane. It is worth noting that
these three mechanisms were proceeded simultaneously. According to the aforementioned
transport mechanism, this part of the work addressed selecting a commercial Nafion mem-
brane for use in the VRFB, and the selection criterion was related to membrane thickness
and the number of sulfonate groups. Regarding the thickness issue, Nafion 112, Nafion
1135, Nafion 115, and Nafion 117 are commercial Nafion membranes that were considered
for the first selection because they contain the same number of sulfonate groups while
their thicknesses are different. Nafion 112, Nafion 1135, Nafion 115, and Nafion 117 have
thicknesses as follows: 50, 88, 125, and 175 µm, respectively. Research literature stated
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that Nafion 117 shows superior performance than the other membranes in this group since
it offers many advantages such as the greatest protection against vanadium diffusion to
prevent self-discharge, the highest coulombic efficiency, the lowest swelling value (63%),
and the highest value of ion exchange capacity (0.88 mmol/g) [62]. Nafion 212 and Nafion
117 were used to study the performance of the flow battery. Proton transfer in the mem-
brane is an important factor affecting the performance of the flow battery. The thickness
of the membrane and the sulfonated group affect the proton transfer in the membrane.
Nafion 212 and Nafion 117 have different thicknesses and amounts of functional groups.
The functionality of Nafion 117 and Nafion 212 membranes, representing widely used
membranes in the market [63], for VRFB operation was investigated [64]. These Nafion
membranes have sulfonate (SO3

−) groups at the end of the polymer chain, which allow
only protons to transfer [23]. The thickness of the membranes and the amount of SO3

−

groups in them were the focus of this experiment. Serial numbers were used. Nafion
membranes were labelled with the gram of polymer/mole of sulfonate group and thickness
as follows: Nafion 117 means the membrane has 1100 g of polymer/mole of sulfonate group
and a thickness of 0.007 inches (183.0 µm), while Nafion 212 has 2100 g of polymer/mole
of sulfonate group and a thickness of 0.002 inches (50.8 µm). Note that Nafion 117 is the
commercial membrane that contains the highest amount of sulfonate groups compared to
the other commercial Nafion membranes.

Figure 15 shows that the VRFB containing Nafion 212 performed better than the cell
containing Nafion 117. It produced open-circuit voltages of 1.51 V, a power of 47.33 mW,
a maximum current density of 66.95 mA/cm2, and maximum energy of 0.13 Wh. The
VRFB assembled with Nafion 117, on the other hand, provided 1.48 V open-circuit voltage,
21.81 mW power, 46.26 mA/cm2 maximum current density, and 0.04 Wh maximum energy.
In terms of voltage loss at medium current density, the VRFB with Nafion 212 had a signifi-
cantly lower ohmic loss than the VRFB with Nafion 117 [65]; thus, the material resistance
was reduced. The lower resistance had a positive effect on proton transfer through the
membrane that enhanced the redox kinetics [66]. As a result, it can be interpreted that
the proton transfer through the membrane via vehicle and Grotthus mechanisms strongly
influences on VRFB performance in comparison with the surface mechanism. As a result,
this could be observed from Nafion 212, which contained a smaller number of sulfonate
groups than Nafion 117; therefore, the proton transfer ability via the surface mechanism
should be lower than that when Nafion 117 is used. The results can confirm that the bulk
mechanism had a greater effect than the surface mechanism, and the proton transfer was
coupled with the water movement via electro-osmotic drag [23]. In actuality, the perfor-
mance of the cell containing Nafion 212 as shown in the polarization curves was inferior to
that of the cell containing Nafion 117. When it comes to membrane thickness, Nafion 212
is less thick than Nafion 117, and it performs better than Nafion 117. This indicates that a
smaller membrane thickness improves proton transfer capabilities through the Grotthus
and vehicle processes [67,68]. Furthermore, the transfer resistance will decrease as the mem-
brane thickness decreases, according to Ohm’s law. Thinner membranes aid in improving
proton conductivity and proton permeability. In terms of mechanical properties, Nafion
212 has a lower swelling ratio than Nafion 117 [67,68]. With this rational information, the
thickness of the membrane has a greater impact than the number of sulfonate groups; thus,
Nafion 212 performed better than Nafion 117.
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4. Conclusions

Experimental results confirmed that electrochemical polarization curves can be used
for observing changes in charging and discharging performances. The discussions about
critical operating parameters and materials selection provide a better understanding of cell
design and operating condition for further cell performance improvement. The following
conclusions were extracted from this research:

(1) The highest charging performance was obtained when 1.7 V of charging voltage was im-
posed. Because the optimal charging voltage must overcome the standard cell potential
and activation loss, this electrical potential has a significant impact on the electrochemical
reactions generated during the electrolytic process. Furthermore, overpotential can cause
side reactions and impurities, which can reduce charging efficiency.

(2) The VRFB, operated using electrolytes prepared by 1.7 V of charging voltages, offered
the lowest ohmic loss and concentration losses. Moreover, the completion of the
electrochemical reaction during initial charging directly impacts the concentration of
species in the catholyte and anolyte, and it brings about the enhancement of maximum
power and voltage efficiency.

(3) Even though the VRFB operated using 30 mL/min of electrolyte flow rate had the
best performance, with a maximum power and voltage efficiency, 10 mL/min of
the flow rate was preferred for application to the VRFB operation. Choosing the
appropriate flow rate to achieve the desired performance corresponds to striking a
balance between VRFB performance and pump energy efficiency.

(4) The feasibility of using a carbon paper electrode for a flow-through design was
investigated in terms of the number of electrode layers as well as electrolyte flow
and diffusion behavior in flow channels and electrode layers. A ten-layer electrode is
anticipated to offer a highly active area, but results indicate that using many layers
of an electrode may reduce the porosity of the electrode, resulting in a reduction in
the active area. This phenomenon causes an increase in the redox reaction rate of the
reaction generated in the VRFB assembled with the ten-layer electrode.

(5) Feeding electrolytes in different directions, horizontal and vertical, resulted in a better
understanding of the effects of flow behavior on retention time and reaction capability.
The horizontal flow pattern provided a greater retention time, resulting in improved
electrochemical reaction performance.

(6) The thickness of the membrane and the number of sulfonate groups are vital factors
to consider when selecting a sulfonated membrane for VRFB operation because they
have a direct influence on the proton conduction mechanism. The performance of the
cell including Nafion 212 was inferior to that of the cell consisting of Nafion 117. The
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concluding result can be interpreted as follows: the thickness of the membrane has a
greater effect on proton transfer than the number of sulfonate groups.

Future research will concentrate on connecting the causes to the charging kinetics
in order to contribute to the overall reliability of charging VRFB. A systematic reliability
analysis will be developed to gain a better understanding of how to operate VRFB with the
desired performance.
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